Meetings on Pledging Apparent Cause Shift In University Policy

By JOSEPH GREER

Monty Makes Deals With Celebrities In Star-Studded Annenberg Telethon

By ERIC JACOBS

Koch's Owner Accuses Landlord Of Refusing To Rent Mall Space

By KAREN ZACHARIA

Student Spy Leads a James Bond Existence

By RICHMAN

Consultants Review FAS Departments

By DOM MANNO
Undergraduate Committees
The Nominations & Elections Committee is preparing to appoint students to the following University Committees:

- Budget
- Student Health
- PA Studies and Policy
- Faculty
- Staff
- Warner Curriculum
- PA Special Programs
- PA General Rules
- Administration and Transfer
- Housing
- Select Committee
- Intercom
- Coordination and Internship
- Library
- Foreign Transfer Credits
- Community Development
- Graduate
- Student Health
- Library
- Warner Interdisciplinary Program
- Career Planning
- Study
- Graduate
- Facilities
- Administrative Services
- Automation
- Information Services
- University Computing
- Education
- International Activities

If you wish to serve on one of these committees, one basic governing body of this University, you should sign up for an interview in the Undergraduate Assembly Office in Houston Hall.

Interviews will be given the week of February 12

Don't Delay. Sign up week is February 6-10
News in Brief

Compiled from United Press International

FIGHTING TUNISIA's bid to claim the Sahara Desert as its own, air and artillery and missile gun exchanges exchanged heavy fire in Tarfaya Province, and U.S. Marines among five branches of the Armed Forces were killed and wounded. The United States erupted with shame and anger over the actions of a Middle Eastern nation, which devastated the home of a modern Muslim politician, the target of several earlier anti-American attacks.

VOTE DUE ON CONSUMER AGENCY BILL—Bill to create a federal consumer affairs agency handicapped by a lack of money and a series of political obstacles was defeated in the House of Representatives Tuesday as the chief legislative action of the week. Similar bills have been三次 before each of the last four Congresses.

BRIEFS

VIETNAM SHALES PEACE APPEAL—Vietnam yesterday issued an appeal for international peacekeeping troops to end its border war with Cambodia, but the Cambodian government today rejected the plea. In a meeting of its highest attack in a month, the Cambodian government rejected the appeal. The Vietnamese launched a large-scale attack into Cambodia's Mekong Delta region.

BAYAT AND CASTER END SUMMIT—President Jimmy Carter and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat ended their summit today, agreeing that the negotiations and stop up the pace of the talks. However, the two leaders failed to agree on the question of recognition. However, the two leaders failed to agree on the question of recognition.

STUDENT UNION PRESIDENTS' NURSES' TRUDELL—The nurses of the University of Pennsylvania and the nurses of the University of Pennsylvania will try to expand Middle East peace negotiations and step up the pace of the negotiations. The nurses of the University of Pennsylvania and the nurses of the University of Pennsylvania will try to expand Middle East peace negotiations and step up the pace of the negotiations.

SPANISH BANKS AND INDIVIDUALS HIT BY BUNDELB—Spanish banks and individuals hit by bundelde, the Spanish government's universal bank system, were hit by a series of attacks.

Put the money was then channeled through commercial and investment firms owned by Prim.

A report of the aristocrat, Juan Carlos Muntadas Prim, obtained much of the money.

JIOO.OOO ransom.

Klein's daughter was released unharmed Friday after Klein paid a $30,000 ransom.

To $105,000 for the three accused kidnappers of fashion designer Calvin Klein.

BAIL SET FOR ACCUSED KIDNAPPERS—A state judge set bail ranging from $10,000 to $100,000 for the three accused kidnappers of fashion designer Calvin Klein.

Witness, Albert Pass, insisted that Boyle ordered the 1969 murder of union rival Joe Frank.
...To The Hoop

The Ivy League is quite hard hit in revenue and in size, when it comes to sports, especially football. "It's really a war," said one Ivy League member last week. "It's rough out there, but we're ready for it." The reason? Simple: it's partly due to the national trend towards larger attendance and revenue from sports, particularly football. The Ivy League, like many other college conferences, has been heavily influenced by these trends.

By P.H. Wiest

I never knew a parking lot, and certainly not one like this. It's huge and it's all mine. I'm not sure what I expect to find, but it's definitely a place to stretch out and relax. I think the best way to approach it is to take a good look around and try to understand the layout. This can be quite a daunting task, but it's definitely worth the effort.

Letters to the Editor

A Hope for the Future

By Dave Lieber

In response to the criticism over last Monday's debate on nuclear power, we would like to make this topic for your consideration: the debate's circus atmosphere. We believe that the debate's circus atmosphere is a reflection of the current state of our political system, and that it is time for a change.

Quite a Ridiculous Flasco

By GUY H. MUSTER

Americans! It's time to wake up and realize that we are living in a world where nuclear power is a real threat. We need to start taking this seriously and not just laughing it off.

Lots of Money

By P.H. Wiest

I have been reading a lot about the University's plans to expand the parking lot. I think it is a great idea. The University needs more space for its students and faculty.

Political Files

Only Pieces of a Larger Puzzle

By David L. Goldstein and Irab. Wallace

The University is facing a crisis due to the expansion of the parking lot. The Parking Office is being replaced with a central agency, and the University's identity problem is being addressed.
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Navy Sunk by Penn’s Fleet Feet

By DICK STEVENSON

If you have a weak heart, it’s not a good idea to watch Penn sports.

In the past few weeks, the Quakers’ second-half surge against Columbia, Yale and Princeton was breathtaking.

The Quakers fell behind on the first two baskets of the game, but then Michael DiMariano, Tony Price and Murray topped them with three consecutive points for a 5-2 lead. Tony Price knew the real answer.

"We played well, but the refs should have been more confident about a lot of things," he said. "It’s one of the best games we’ve played all year."

"For whatever the reasons are, we just didn’t seem to be playing well after nearly any big play," added guard James Salter, who closed to within five, 55-50 with 10:20 left, 10:20 left. Penn reclaimed a 78-60 lead with less than a minute to go by getting on the boards, 22-14.

"I’m not sure what’s happened," said Price. We just kept going on the offensive."

"There were a lot of things that went our way. We didn’t want that to happen," said Murray. "But it happened."

"I think we played well, but the refs should have been more confident about a lot of things," he said. "It’s one of the best games we’ve played all year."

"We played well, but the refs should have been more confident about a lot of things," he said. "It’s one of the best games we’ve played all year."
Big Red, Lions Fall Preto-Prey-Half Hooper on Oslaughts

Women Finish Third in MIT Hoop Marathon

Freshmen Bag Big Game

Merman Skein Reaches 5, 80-33 McNamara, Relay Prevent Sweep

By BUCK DIAMOND
 PROVIDENCE, R.I. — The report on the weekend’s hockey action was very good for Brown’s Mediterranean Ambassador.

But for the Providence Friars, there was nothing but frustration and disappointment.

The Friars had no answer for the Quakers as they were held to a 3-0 loss in the first game of the weekend series.

The score came courtesy of two goals by Barry Machin and one by Mike Welsh.

Machin’s first goal, which came on a power play, put the Quakers up 1-0 in the first period.

Machin’s second goal, which came on a penalty shot, put the Quakers up 2-0 in the second period.

WELSH CALLED IT QUAKER HOCKEY

“Machin’s goals were huge for us,” said Welsh. “He was in top form and really helped us out.

“Machin is one of our best players and he really stepped up for us tonight.”

The Friars were unable to find the back of the net against the Quakers.

The Friars outshot the Quakers 28-19, but were unable to convert their chances.

The Friars will look to regroup for the second game of the weekend series on Saturday.

By RICKY DIAMOND

Icemen Gain Deadlock, If Not Respect

The Icemen and the Red Sox played to a 2-2 tie in the first period of their game.

The Icemen went up 1-0 in the first period on a goal by John Smith.

The Red Sox tied the game in the second period on a goal by Mark Johnson.

The Icemen and the Red Sox were looking to gain respect from each other.

The Icemen had been struggling earlier in the season, but were looking to turn things around.

The Red Sox, on the other hand, were looking to gain some confidence after a few losses.

The game was tightly contested throughout, with both teams playing well.

The Icemen and the Red Sox will look to continue their deadlock in the second period of their game.

By RICKY DIAMOND

Big Red, Lions Fall Preto-Prey-Half Hooper on Oslaughts

The Lions played the Big Red on Saturday night, and the result was a 1-1 tie.

The Big Red took the lead early on a goal by Mike Welsh, but the Lions tied it back up on a goal by Barry Machin.

The game was a hard-fought battle, with both teams playing well.

The Lions will look to build on their performance in the second period of their game.

By RICKY DIAMOND

Women Finish Third in MIT Hoop Marathon

The women’s basketball team finished third in the MIT Hoop Marathon.

The team was led by seniors Jessica Smith and Rachel Johnson.

The team finished with a 5-2 record, just one game behind the top two teams.

The women’s basketball team will look to build on their performance in the next few games.

By RICKY DIAMOND

Freshmen Bag Big Game

The freshmen bagged a big game on Saturday afternoon.

The freshmen were led by seniors John Smith and Rachel Johnson.

The freshmen played well throughout the game, and their performance was rewarded.

The freshmen will look to continue their success in the next few games.

By RICKY DIAMOND

Merman Skein Reaches 5, 80-33 McNamara, Relay Prevent Sweep

The relay team of John Smith, Rachel Johnson, and Barry Machin reached the 500-meter mark in 80 seconds.

The team was led by seniors John Smith and Rachel Johnson.

The team finished with a time of 80.33 seconds, which was enough to prevent the sweep.

The team will look to continue their success in the next few games.